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With the use of advanced electron microscopy and molecular biology tools, several
studies have shown that autophagy is involved in the development of ischemic stroke.
A series of molecular mechanisms are involved in the regulation of autophagy. In this
work, the possible molecular mechanisms involved in autophagy during ischemic stroke
were reviewed and new potential targets for the study and treatment of ischemic stroke
were provided.
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INTRODUCTION

The incidence of ischemic stroke has increased in recent years, accounting for 60–80% of all strokes.
Generally, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy and acute cerebrovascular accidents cause insufficient
blood flow to the brain tissue, which in turn leads to brain cell metabolic disorders, leading to
brain cell death, and irreversible damage to tissues. Thrombolytic therapy is a clinically effective
treatment, but its limited time window and the associated high rate of recurrence limit its clinical
application. Therefore, there is an extremely urgent need to find new and effective therapeutic
targets and drugs for ischemic stroke.

Autophagy is a phagocytic degradation process of foreign bodies, damaged or aging organelles in
the cytoplasm by autophagy lysosomal system. It belongs to non-caspase-dependent programmed
death. Due to the transport and properties of active proteins after autophagy mitosis, neuronal
survival is highly dependent on autophagy under physiological conditions. However, recent studies
have shown that (Liu et al., 2018; Wang P. et al., 2018) after ischemic stroke, autophagy is activated
and may be involved in the development of ischemic stroke. A series of molecular mechanisms are
involved in the regulation of autophagy. This review focuses on the role of autophagy in ischemic
stroke and its possible molecular mechanisms.

OVERVIEW OF AUTOPHAGY

Autophagy is derived from a Greek words meaning “phagy yourself.” It is a highly conserved cell
behavior, mainly involved in the circulation as well as reuse of macromolecular substances in cells.
It is also involved in the removal of damaged organelles, and plays an important role in maintaining
the homeostasis of the intracellular environment.

Autophagy can be induced by changes in the internal conditions of the cell, such as organelles
and cytoplasm accumulation or damage, or the cells are stimulated by external conditions, such
as hunger, high temperature, hypoxia, and hormone stimulation (Doherty and Baehrecke, 2018).
Mammalian autophagy is often divided into three types: macroautophagy, microautophagy, and
chaperon mediated autophagy (CMA). In general terms, “autophagy” refers to large autophagy,
which is responsible for the degradation of intracellular stable and persistent proteins to produce
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amino acids to maintain cell survival in the absence of nutrients.
Microautophagy is a depression of the lysosomal membrane,
direct phagocytosis of the cytoplasm, organelles, or nucleus to
form autophagosomes, which are then degraded by lysosomal
enzymes. The chaperone-mediated autophagy is selective, for
instance, chaperone HSC70 recognizes a soluble cytosolic protein
substrate with a KFERQ sequence and finally degrades the
protein substrate with the KFERQ sequence. Its main role in the
central nervous system is macrophagy and molecular chaperone-
mediated autophagy (Nikoletopoulou et al., 2015).

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AUTOPHAGY
AND ISCHEMIC STROKE

Mitochondrial dysfunction, acidosis, oxidative stress, calcium
overload, excitotoxicity, and inflammatory response are involved
in the development of cerebral ischemia-reperfusion injury
(Halestrap, 2006), and leads to the accumulation of foreign
bodies in the brain tissue to varying degrees. An increase in
damaged cells may in turn induce the occurrence of autophagy.
Nitatori et al. (1995) observed a significant increase in cathepsin
B immunopositive lysosomes and an increase in autophagic
phagocytosis using transmission of transient after cerebral
ischemia in gerbils. This is the first time that autophagy was
found to be activated in cerebral ischemia. Subsequently, the
autophagosome structure was observed by transmission electron
microscopy, and autophagy was confirmed to be involved in
cerebral ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) (Kuma et al., 2004; Rami
and Kogel, 2008; Li et al., 2018). Some researchers have further
used pharmacological tools or autophagy-related knockout mice
to study autophagy induction or inhibition, and verified the
biological significance of functional autophagy in stroke (Li et al.,
2018). The above evidence indicates that autophagy is involved in
the development of stroke.

Recent studies have shown that (Morselli et al., 2008) acute
and severe ischemia may cause “excessive autophagy,” thereby
promoting cell death and damage. However, chronic and mild
hypoxic state trigger “moderate autophagy,” thereby protecting
cells by removing damaged tissues and proteins. It can be seen
that during the development of cerebral ischemia, autophagy
is a “double-edged sword.” However, regardless of the role of
autophagy in ischemic stroke, a series of signaling pathways are
required to complete the process involved.

POSSIBLE MOLECULAR MECHANISMS
OF AUTOPHAGY INVOLVED IN
ISCHEMIC STROKE

mTOR Signaling Pathway-Mediated
Autophagy
Autolysosome reproduce (ALR) is a mammalian autophagy
that extends into a tubular structure and separates the original
lysosome, which further matures into a new lysosome. This
process requires the activation of the mammalian target

of rapamycin (mTOR). mTOR is a serine/threonine protein
kinase, which includes mTORC1 (rapamycin sensitive) and
mTORC2 (rapamycin under sensitive), where mTORC1 is
the major regulatory target. Cellular responses to hypoxia
and inflammation in mammals are signaled by the mTOR
pathway, including induction of autophagy and cell survival
(Sciarretta et al., 2018), where mTORC1 negatively regulates
autophagy. When encountering oxygen sugar deprivation or
using rapamycin, the kinase activity of mTORC1 is inhibited,
thereby promoting autophagy. Hei et al. (2017) found that
ischemic stroke can induce autophagy by inhibiting mTOR,
and can alleviate the degree of cerebral ischemia in rats with
acute hyperglycemia-induced cerebral ischemic injury, which
may explain the conclusion that “moderate autophagy” may have
a protective effect on the “slow and mild” ischemic brain damage.

The phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) protein family is
involved in the regulation of various cellular functions such
as cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and glucose
transport. PI3K is an intracellular phosphatidylinositol kinase.
The specificity of structure and substrate is divided into three
types: I, II, and III. Among them, type III PI3K (Vps34)
can form a complex with becline-1 to participate in the
formation of autophagy. At the same time, it catalyzes the
phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol at D3 position to
produce 3-phosphophosphatidylinositol, which recruits the “-
FYVE-” or “-PX-” motif in the cytoplasm of the cell. This protein
is used to form autophagosome membranes. Therefore, the
formation of autophagosomes depends on the action of type III
PI3K (Vps34). Akt is a major downstream effector of PI3K. Akt
phosphorylates TSC1/2 (tuberous sclerosis complex), preventing
its negative regulation of Rab (Ras homology, enriched in
brain) and further activating Rheb enrichment and mTORC1.
According to previous studies, after 3 h of ischemic stroke,
the expression of protein kinase PI3K/Akt was significantly
reduced; after 12 h, high levels of nerve growth factor (NGF)
inhibited cystylation by activating the protein kinase PI3K/Akt
signaling pathway, thereby reducing damage to the ischemic
brain tissue. Thus, the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is involved
in the regulation of acute neurological damage during stroke
(Shioda et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018).

Previous study have shown that the selective autophagy
inhibitor 3-methyladenine (3-MA) can prevent cerebral ischemia
through the PI3K pathway in a time-dependent manner (Yu et al.,
2017). Huang et al. (2018) found that curcumin can attenuate
autophagy in nerve cells by activating the PI3K/Akt-mTOR
pathway, thereby attenuating cerebral ischemia-reperfusion
injury in adult rats. However, in the neonatal rat hypoxia
model, after treatment with the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin,
phosphorylation of p70S6K downstream of mTOR can be
inhibited by activating the PI3K/Akt pathway, thereby inducing
autophagy and exerting neuroprotection. On the other hand,
3-MA reduces the expression of the autophagy-related protein
beclin1 and abolishes the neuroprotective effect of rapamycin
(Carloni et al., 2010). The above evidence suggests that the
PI3K/Akt-mTOR signaling pathway may be a new target for
stroke. However, based on different ischemic animal models,
the regulatory effects of PI3K/Akt on mTOR signaling and its
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effects on autophagy are inconsistent, and the corresponding
mechanisms need to be further explored.

AMP-dependent protein kinase and autophagy play an
important role in ischemic tolerance induced by cortical
spreading depression (CSD), AMPK-mediated autophagy may
represent a new target for stroke (Ronnett et al., 2009). The
AMPK signaling pathway is an important pathway for enhancing
autophagy in cell starvation. When the energy supply in the brain
is reduced, the ATP/AMP ratio decreases, and AMPK is activated,
which inhibits the downstream mTOR activity and activates
autophagy to increase energy production (Dai et al., 2017; Wang
J.F. et al., 2018; Zhang and Miao, 2018). Activated AMPK can
inhibit mTORC1 in two ways: one is by regulating autophagy
through TSC2 and mTOR regulation-related proteins; the other is
by inducing autophagy by regulating the AMPK-mTOR pathway.
AMPK-mediated autophagy contributes to the neuroprotection
of ischemic preconditioning, suggesting that AMPK can be used
as a target for the prevention and treatment of ischemic stroke
(Liu H. et al., 2016).

In addition, Li et al. (2013) found that knocking out
the p50 (NF-κB) gene during cerebral ischemia inhibited the
Akt-mTOR pathway and enhanced autophagy, which in turn
induced autophagic cell death. Cytoplasmic p53 can directly
inhibit the formation of autophagosomes, while activated p53
translocates to the nucleus to promote AMPKβ expression,
and transactivates sestrin-1, 2, and finally inhibits downstream
mTOR activity to induce autophagy (Morselli et al., 2008).
Brain ischemia/reperfusion can induce p53-dependent nuclear
factor NF-κB expression while damage-regulated autophagy
modulator (DRAM) is a positive regulator of p53-dependent
autophagy. During the ischemia/reperfusion process, DRAM-
mediated NF-κB/p53 signaling pathway is involved in apoptosis
and autophagic cell death. Autophagy and apoptosis mechanisms
can also participate in programmed cell death by regulating the
p53 pathway (Cui et al., 2013). This suggests that the NF-κB-
p53 signaling molecule is ultimately mediated by autophagy via
mTOR, which may also serve as a potential target for stroke.

MAPK Signaling Pathway-Mediated
Autophagy
Mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) is composed of
p38, extracellular regulated protein kinases (ERK), and c-Jun
N-terminal kinase (JNK). Activation of p38 MAPK signaling
pathway in early ischemic stroke promotes Elk1, CHOP10,
LEF2C, and protein kinase MAPKK2/3 to maintain neuronal
survival and exert anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic effects.
In the late stage, p38 MAPK is over-activated, which may
promote the expression of target genes by activating transcription
factors and proteins such as caspase, etc., leading to neuronal
apoptosis (Ferrer et al., 2003; Li et al., 2015; Song et al.,
2016). Therefore, different interventions targeted at p38 MAPK
signaling molecules should be administered at different periods
of ischemic stroke. Related studies have confirmed the hypothesis
mentioned above, and shown that numerous drugs that enhance
autophagy by activating ERK, inhibiting JNK, and p38 MAPK, are
beneficial for the treatment of ischemic stroke (Jiang et al., 2014;

Vercelli et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). The Akt/Smads
signaling pathway negatively regulates autophagy in PC12 cells
induced by oxygen glucose deprivation (ODD) by inhibiting
JNK and p38 MAPK molecules (Xue et al., 2016). p38
inhibitors promote cell survival signaling pathways (such as
ERK), attenuate mitochondrial fragmentation caused by ischemia
or mitochondrial autophagy, thereby reducing the volume of
cerebral infarction after ischemia and protecting nerve function
(Han et al., 2015). The above evidence suggests that ERK, JNK,
and p38 MAPK mediate the molecular process of autophagy
in ischemic stroke, in which ERK activates as well as inhibits
autophagy, whereas JNK and p38MAPK produce opposite effects.

HIF-1α Signaling Pathway-Mediated
Autophagy
Molecular genetic studies have shown that the activity of
hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1α) is closely related to ischemia-
induced neuronal death. In the early stage of acute stroke,
HIF-1α/HIF-2α double knockout in mice showed decreased
expression of the anti-survival factors Bnip3, Bnip3L, and
Pmaip1, which prevented early acute neuronal cell death and
neurological damage (Barteczek et al., 2017). When HIF-
1α is overexpressed, development of mitochondrial autophagy
is often accompanied by inhibition of the mTOR pathway,
thereby increasing neuronal survival, highlighting a novel target
molecule that can be used against ischemic neuroprotection
(Doeppner et al., 2012; Koh et al., 2015). When mTOR is
inactivated by high expression of HIF-1α, AMPK is activated,
which may explain the survival of bone marrow mesenchymal
stem cells (BMSCs) induced after transplantation of HIF-1α.
When BMSCs overexpressing HIF-1α are transplanted into
MCAO rats, a reduction in the volume of cerebral infarction,
improved neurobehavioral outcomes, inhibited production
of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and enhanced secretion of
neurotrophic factors occurs, suggesting that HIF-1α may
promote BMSCs survival by regulating the activation of AMPK
and mTOR to promote autophagy (Lv et al., 2017).

BNIP3 is one of the important target genes of HIF-
1α, and BNIP3 gene expression is significantly correlated
with HIF-1α gene expression (Feng et al., 2016). Increased
expression of HIF-1α promotes BNIP3 gene expression which
then activates autophagy. Cerebral ischemia often causes
severe mitochondrial damage. By studying the mechanism of
mitochondrial autophagy, new targets for ischemic brain damage
may be discovered. Along this line of thought, Yuan et al.
(2017) found that BNIP3L/NIX is involved in mitochondrial
autophagy induced by cerebral ischemia-reperfusion, suggesting
that BNIP3L may be a new therapeutic target for ischemic stroke
management. In addition, other studies have shown that sirtuin
family members have protective effects on neurons and attenuate
cerebral ischemia (Carloni et al., 2014; Yang F. et al., 2015;
Shimizu et al., 2016).

In addition, post-translational regulation of HIF-1α, SIRT1
and AMPK plays a key role in the control of glycolytic
mitochondrial energy axis in response to hypoxic ischemic
conditions. Under pseudo hypoxia condition, combination of
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autophagy reduction, stress, and dysregulation increases the
response of the impaired host to hypoxic-ischemic injury (Ham
and Raju, 2017). Treatment with dexmedetomidine at the
beginning of reperfusion can inhibit autophagy of neurons by up-
regulating HIF-1α, thereby protecting the brain from ischemia-
reperfusion injury. This finding underscores the potential of this
protein as a treatment for acute ischemic injury (Zhang et al.,
2016; Zhang and Zhang, 2017; Wang Y.Q. et al., 2018).

Proteins Associated With Autophagy
Formation
Beclin1, LC3-II, and P62
Beclin1, LC3-phosphatidylethanolamine conjugates (LC3-II),
and P62 are the three major proteins involved in autophagy
process. Beclin1 plays an important role in the initiation of
autophagy, primarily by forming a trimer with PI3K and Atg14,
and continuously recruiting autophagy-associated proteins to
mediate the initiation of autophagy (Shao et al., 2016; Qian
et al., 2017). The microtubule-associated protein light chain 3
(LC3) undergoes two processing steps, one is proteolytic cleavage
of pro-LC3 (LC3 precursor), and the other is delipidization
of LC3-PE from autophagosomes. Both processes require the
involvement of cysteine protease Atg4. Under the action of Atg4,
the LC3 precursor is processed into soluble LC3-I, which is
linked to phosphatidyl ethanolamine (PE) under the action of
Atg7 and Atg3 to form liposoluble LC3-II-PE, which is involved
in autophagocytosis, participating in the extension of the body
membrane until autophagic lysosome is formed (Maejima et al.,
2013; Khaminets et al., 2016; Chu, 2018). In addition, P62 located
in the cytoplasm binds to ubiquitinated proteins, which in turn
form a complex with LC3-II protein before it is degraded in
lysosomes. During the process of autophagy, P62 is continually
consumed (Moscat and Diaz-Meco, 2009; Jiang et al., 2015;
Liu W.J. et al., 2016). Therefore, these three proteins are key
biomarkers for detecting the level of autophagy. In the case of
ischemic stroke, intracellular LC3 content and LC3-I to LC3-II
transformation are significantly increased, suggesting high level
of autophagy.

Interestingly, a another study showed that transformation
level of lncRNA metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma
transcripts (MALAT1) and autophagy-related proteins LC3-
I, LC3-II, and beclin-1 increased after middle cerebral artery
occlusion and reperfusion. They found that down-regulation of
MALAT1 inhibited beclin-1-dependent autophagy by regulating
the expression of miR-30a in cerebral ischemic stroke. MALAT1-
miR-30a-Beclin1 was found to form lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA
regulation network, thereby reducing neuronal cell death,
suggesting that MALAT1 may act as a molecular chaperone of
miR-30a that negatively regulates its expression (Wang P. et al.,
2014; Guo et al., 2017).

Apoptosis-Related Proteins and Heat Shock Protein
Some apoptosis-related genes such as Bcl-2, Bcl-xl, Bax, and
caspase can treat stroke by regulating autophagy. Since caspase
and Bcl-2 can cleave autophagy-related proteins, a decrease in the
level of apoptotic proteins activates autophagy. Previous studies
have showed that the GABAβ receptor agonist baclofen can

up-regulate the Bcl-2/Bax ratio, increase the activation of Akt,
GSK-3β, and ERK, which inhibits autophagy, and significantly
alleviate neuronal damage after long-term administration (Liu
et al., 2015). This suggests that apoptosis-related genes may
attenuate cerebral ischemia by regulating autophagy (Yang Y.
et al., 2015; He et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017).

Heat Shock Protein 27 (Hsp27) has recently become a
new effective neuroprotective agent in cerebral ischemia, but
the mechanism of Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection is largely
unknown. Zhan et al. (2017) found that the expression of
phosphorylated MK2 (MAPKAP kinase 2) and Hsp27 were
reduced by p38MAPK inhibitor SB203580. Their results showed
that inhibition of Hsp27 degradation following autophagy
downregulation induced ischemic tolerance after hypoxia
post conditioning. It has been suggested that MK2-induced
Hsp27 phosphorylation may lead to neuroprotection after
hypoxia treatment (Zhan et al., 2017). Blocking the cathepsin-
t Bid-mitochondrial apoptosis signaling pathway by inhibiting
autophagy and stabilizing the lysosomal membrane is associated
with up-regulation of lysosomal Hsp70.1B in astrocytes (Zhou
et al., 2017). Further, other studies have found that HSP proteins
are involved in the pathophysiology of cerebral ischemia (Qi
et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2017; Choi et al., 2018; Yamamoto
et al., 2018). This suggests that additional studies on heat shock
proteins may provide new options for clinical treatment of stroke.

OTHER RELATED PROTEINS

Recent studies have shown that α-Synuclein (α-Syn) is a potential
therapeutic target for reducing brain damage after stroke. Knock-
out of α-Syn significantly reduces infarction in rodent rats with
focal cerebral ischemia and promotes neurological recovery.
PLK2 (Polo-like kinase 2, the major kinase that mediates α-Syn
S129 phosphorylation) knockout in mice during transient focal
cerebral ischemia showed better functional recovery and smaller
infarcts, indicating a deleterious effect of phosphorylation of the
S129 site of α-Syn (Kim et al., 2016).

In the late stage of cerebral ischemia, the expression level
of NGF receptor Trk A is decreased, and its endogenous
neuroprotective effect is significantly down-regulated. The
natural ligand of Trk A, a neurotrophic factor, may then
rescue nerve cells by up-regulating the Trk A receptor signaling
pathway. Some scholars used glial cell line-derived neurotrophic
factor (glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor, GDNF) and
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) to treat ischemic rats, both of
which significantly reduced the infarct size, the number of LC3
and apoptosis-positive cells. These results indicate that GDNF
and HGF are not only involved in anti-apoptosis, but are also
associated with the inhibition of autophagy (Shang et al., 2010;
Yamashita and Abe, 2016). This provides a new scientific basis
for the clinical application of neurotrophic factors.

PROSPECT

In summary, autophagy and various signal transduction
pathways as well as other mechanisms are involved in the
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development of ischemic stroke. Continuous research and
exploration are needed to establish the exact underlying
mechanisms. Whether the role of autophagy in ischemic stroke
is beneficial or harmful depends not only on the degree of
stress in brain cells and mechanism of autophagy, but also on
experimental models, detection methods, and research methods
(Descloux et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2016; Wang P. et al., 2018;
Wolf et al., 2018). Therefore, exploring the occurrence and
development of autophagy, strengthening the role of autophagy
in different stages of ischemic stroke, studying its molecular
mechanisms and signal transduction pathways will help medical

practitioners make full use of autophagy in clinical practice, and
minimize or avoid the damage caused by autophagy to normal
cells in the treatment of ischemic stroke.
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